
= ELECTRICITY

= FRONT ROW OF STAGE 16 X 4 (HEIGHT 12 INCHES)

= BACK ROW OF STAGE 16 X 8 (HEIGHT 24 INCHES)

= SPACE OF 12 X 6  FOR THE SOUND CONSOLE, LIGHTING CONSOLE AND DJ
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Sound:
- 1 x Yamaha M7CL-48 console or the equivalent such as:  M7CL-ES, QL-5, QL-3, CL-5, CL-3

- 32 X 4 input snake box placed at the back of the stage (Stage Center)

- 1 wireless microphone kit

- 3 x Straight Atlas mic stands for vocals

-8 x Boom mic stands (2 shorts boom stands and 6 regulars)

- 40 XLR cables 25’ + 10 XLR cables of 50’.

- Stage power = 4 separate 115V. 15A grounded AC with 2 receptacles per circuit or more

- 2 active direct box

- Sound system for an audience of 200 to 500 persons (FOH Speakers)

- 4 x JBL 932 lap
-6 x JBL 918s subs
*Subs must be non-amplified with external amps equivalent to Crown IT 6000)
*If using self powered subs, please put 8 subs instead of 6)
-Please double the above for an audience of 500 to 1000 persons

Staging:   - Please see stage plot for stage requirements

Lighting:
- 2 man froto with T
- 8 par led (to use with the man froto, 4 on each side of stage)
- 4 par led for floor lighting
- Lighting console
- Smoke / Haze (water base only)
- Lighting Operator

Electricity:  - Cam lock 100 amp, 3 phases, (Min of 60 amp)

Official technical rider for Montreal Backbeat Showband and Ultimate Showband

Band:   - The band is providing the in ear system for all artists, monitoring console with fan
out, microphones for drums, singers and brass, music stands and a full backline.


